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CASTLEFIELD

COLLECTION



Transform your bathroom

into a regal retreat with

the Castlefield Collection.

Crafted with the highest

attention to detail, this

high-end collection

features a timeless two-

piece toilet and matching

pedestal sink that exudes

elegance and

sophistication. Enhance

the luxurious ambiance

with the upcoming

matching vessel sink.

Upgrade your bathroom

and create a space fit for

royalty with the Castlefield

Collection.

F-1525A-W

*13-1525A-W available Q4 

TL-1224HCA-EW

13-1525A-W



 

HOLT

COLLECTION



The Holt collection

features two undermount

sinks, Oval and

Rectangular. Both sinks

are designed with a sleek

and modern look that will

complement any

bathroom design. Their

high-quality construction

ensures that they are built

to last and withstand daily

use. With the Holt

collection, you can

enhance the overall look

and feel of your bathroom

with premium fixtures that

provide both style and

functionality.

14-042A-W



 

MASSA



On the edge of a new horizon,

the Massa Intelligent Toilet

presents unparalleled comfort

and modernistic performance.

Equipped with adjustable

water and seat temperatures,

ultra-efficient filtered water

purification, automated UV

sterilization and a

conveniently placed LED night

light. It administers a gentle

bidet posterior wash, a

powerful cyclone siphon flush,

and a pleasantly comforting

air-drying experience. The

Massa – with its eye-catching

sleek and elegant contours – is

the blueprint in modern

beauty, comfort, and

performance.

ITL-5001-EW



 

MELROSE

COLLECTION



The Melrose

Rectangular

Undermount Sink is a

versatile trough-style

sink that fits seamlessly

into any modern or

traditional bathroom

designs. Transform your

daily routine into a

luxurious experience

with our innovative

product that will

elevate your bathroom

to the next level.

14-041A-W



 

SWS

COLLECTION 



Indulge in opulence with the

exquisite Avenue SWS (Shower

Wall System) which features

Jetcoat® technology. This

innovative technology brings the

allure and prestige of a luxurious

spa experience right into your own

home. Revel in the sophisticated

and sleek design that emulates a

professionally crafted shower

remodel, without the

inconvenience, time, or exorbitant

costs. Voila! Your bathroom is

transformed into a vision of

elegance and splendour.

Effortlessly immerse yourself in a

haven of tranquility that is sure to

make you feel like royalty.

Carrara White Vertical White Subway

Cortona White Subway Slate



 

ROSELAWN

COLLECTION



Transform your bathroom

into a luxurious haven with

the Roselawn Collection's

stunning vessel sinks.

Featuring both round and

rectangular designs, each

sink is a masterpiece of

craftsmanship and design.

With their sleek and

modern aesthetics, these

vessel sinks are the perfect

addition to any bathroom,

creating a sense of

indulgence and

refinement that will leave

a lasting impression on all

who experience them.

13-1083A-W



 

MADISON

COLLECTION



Elevate your bathroom

design with the Madison

Collection of sleek and

durable fireclay sinks.

Choose from a round

vessel sink in matte black

or avenue white, a sleek

rectangular or square

vessel sink, or a semi-

recessed vessel sink. Each

sink features stunning lines

and contours that create a

luxurious centerpiece for

your bathroom. Make a

statement and add a

touch of sophistication with

the Madison Collection.

13-1515A-W

13-0090A-W

13-0090A-BKM

13-1517A-W-LP



 

EGLINTON

COLLECTION



The Eglinton collection

represents the perfect

marriage of innovation and

art, embodied in its one

piece, two piece, and wall

hung toilet options. These

sleek and modern designs

will stand the test of time

with their durable

construction and easy-to-

clean surfaces. Whatever

your preference, the

Eglinton collection's re-

imagined designs offer both

practicality and aesthetics

for a new beginning in

bathroom style.

LL-3130A-W

TL-3120A-WL

TL-3100A-WL



 

ST. CLAIR

COLLECTION



Upgrade your

bathroom to the next

level of sophistication

with the St. Clair

Collection, where

beauty meets function

and craftsmanship

reigns supreme.

Choose from a bidet,

pedestal sink, semi-

recessed vessel sink,

and undermount sink

to create the

bathroom of your

dreams.

BD-201A-W
L-1505A-W

13-1505A-W



 

DAVISVILLE



The Davisville is the

epitome of luxury and

refinement, offering

high-end vitreous china

bathroom fixtures that

transform any bathroom

into a sanctuary of

comfort and style.

Meticulously designed

for practicality and

functionality, the

Davisville embodies

timeless elegance and

sophistication

synonymous with luxury

living.TL-1423HCA-EW



 

GLENCAIRN



The Glencarin one-

piece concealed skirted

trapway high efficiency

toilet is the epitome of

sophistication and

performance. This toilet

is built to last, boasting a

contemporary design

that will bring a touch of

modernity to any

bathroom. With its high

efficiency flush, you'll

save water and money

while still experiencing

top-notch performance.
TL-1223HCA-EW
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